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Who We Are
Logo Brands is a family-owned business that has 

grown from a small, two-car garage to two offices and 

two warehouses totaling over 365,000 square feet. 

With 146 team members who reside in the US, China 

and Vietnam, we are proud to have been named a top 

workplace by the Tennessean 6 out of the last 7 years. 

We were a “startup” before the phrase was even 

popular, and today, we are a #1 licensee for hard 

goods in the collegiate and professional sports space. 

We have a strong set of core values that 

drive everything we do. They guide us as 

we seek to be a trusted advisor to all 

our retail partners and make products 

that exceed expectations.

What makes 
us different?
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Who We Are
Core Values

Pleasing to God

Win as a Team

Be Accountable

Maintain a High Pace

Be Frictionless

Continuously Improve

Embrace Change

Don’t Hold Back

Never Leave the Garage
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Our 2021 Summer Interns were an amazing 
group of students who helped our whole 

team all summer. So much so, we hired two 
of them on to come back full time!

Summer
Interns

May

Highlights of 2021
Launch New 

Website

June

Strategic Partnership
Summit

July

We launched a new website on the Shopify 
platform in June 2021. It has allowed us to 
market to end consumers more effectively 

while also driving incremental sales.

In July, we hosted our first Strategic Partner 
Summit. Everyone had a great time learning 

about Logo’s plans, discussing current 
issues, and having plenty of fun!
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Marketing 
Initiatives

Sept

Highlights of 2021
Online 

Anniversary Sale

Nov

ICLA Service 
Award

Dec

In the fall of 2021, we partnered with many 
of our Strategic Partners to help them plan 
and execute Marketing Initiatives to reach 

their many fans, students, and alumni.

For the first time, our big annual sale was 
held completely online. It was a huge 

success, and we look forward to continuing 
this tradition in years to come.

We are honored to have been presented the 
2021 ICLA Service Award for serving the 

collegiate licensing industry, our customers, 
and the community. 
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Department Update

• We signed a multi-year deal with Fanatics to offer our products on their site 
while keeping Amazon in our top accounts. 

• The Sam’s Club program grew by adding HBCU assortments and a Holiday 
Drinkware program. They will be our largest account in 2022.

• Academy will continue to grow like they did in 2021.

• Dick Sporting Goods will be a much larger retailer for Logo in 2022 than 2021.

• We now sell in 3 MAJOR pillars: Drinkware, Tailgate, Blankets. This gives us a 
huge competitive advantage.

• We will go after recreational sports ball business in 2022 after we received NFL 
rights and Baden exiting business.

• We’ve decided to not move forward with the ornament category. We’re 
focusing on our best product categories.

Team Members

20

External Sales Reps

31

Accounts Served

1,295

Sales
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Department Update

Social Responsibility

Logo Brands is committed to social responsibility and ethical sourcing.  We 
were excited to see that our top three suppliers each earned a score of 90% 
or higher in their annual ESEP factory audit. This score is an indicator that our 
compliance team and suppliers are engaged in continuous improvement.  

For those who have experience in factory compliance, you know the road is 
often winding and ever changing.  

Logo Brands is proud that despite a global pandemic and serious supply chain 
issues we continue to have positive momentum and remain fully engaged with 
our factories.

Domestic
Team Members

95

International 
Team Members

9

FLA Category 
Member

B

Operations
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Department Update

Supply Chain
The supply chain problems flipped the world upside down in 2021. For Logo Brands, it was 
without question the biggest negative for our company. There were two major issues that 
impacted everyone in the same way. First, rates to move containers through the supply chain 
increased 500%. This eroded profit and made it extremely difficult to manage retail pricing.  
Unfortunately, we have not seen rates decrease in 2022 and those higher costs are reflected in 
pricing at every level. Second, the ability to move containers (also called “booking” containers) 
created a huge issue for the entire US Supply Chain. Simply put, the demand for containers was 
far higher than the available supply. This created huge challenges in getting our inventory out 
of the factory and imported on time. On a large scale, this was the reason we saw empty 
shelves at retail for a large part of 2021.

On the positive side, we did make a bold decision early in 2021 that allowed us to flow product 
relatively well. Logo Brands stopped 100% of our ocean containers on the west coast and used 
expedited trucks to move inventory from California to our distribution centers. This decision 
allowed us to achieve lead times much shorter than industry averages. While it helped the 
company hit retail in-store dates, it put a huge burden on the company’s profitability. Our 
strategy was “lets do the right thing for the customer and stay in the game for the long run”.  
We are hopeful that our partners understand the price we paid, and will remain committed to 
the great things Logo Brands is doing in the industry. 

Containers Shipped in 2021

450

Finished Imported Items
in 2021

24,000,000

Domestically Decorated Items
in 2021

2,000,000

Operations
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Department Update

During 2021, we conducted a full review of state tax compliance which 
resulted in us registering for sales tax in 28 additional states. Previously we 
were below the required reporting minimums in these states, but due to 
our growth we exceeded the thresholds to file. By the end of the year, we 
were all caught up with each state, and will be complying each month going 
forward. 

Our accounting team grew in 2021 with the addition of an accountant to 
manage sales taxes and assist in other accounting areas as needed. We are 
currently looking to expand our Accounts Receivable team by searching for 
a new AR Specialist. 

Our IT infrastructure has also developed considerably in the past year as 
our company has grown. Most notably, we implemented a new inventory 
bin management system that has given our warehouse visibility to find the 
product they need when they need it. We continue to add resiliency to our 
systems through leveraging DaaS and SaaS solutions for several our major 
solutions including ERP, virtualization and backups.

Team Members

9

States Registered
for Sales Tax

29

SKUs Logged into 
Bin Locations in 

Franklin Warehouse

24,353

Finance & IT
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Department Update

College

• Eight new strategic partnerships were created: LSU, Florida, Florida State, North Carolina, 
Texas A&M, NC State, South Carolina, Indiana.

• We executed our first Marketing Initiative program with our strategic partners where they 
got to choose one marketing activation for the fall and one for the spring.

• We hosted 13 schools for our first annual Strategic Partnership Summit in July 2021.

• A new co-brand program with multiple schools and the Atlanta Braves was implemented. 
We are offering multiple items for 15+ universities in venue.

• A new co-brand program with Notre Dame was established, which lead to a Guinness 
partnership as well.

• We had the opportunity to visit many schools in the fall - Clemson, Tennessee, Cincinnati, 
Arizona, Colorado, and USC. 

• We added a new member to the team to provide licensing data, analytics, and support.

• We finished 5 out of 6 books for our Book Club with schools! 

• Logo Brands was awarded the 2021 ICLA Service Award.

Team Members

3

Strategic Partners

27

Licensed Colleges

766

Licensing
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Department Update

Professional Sports

• With the recent addition of NFL recreational sports balls, we now 
have rights in every league in all categories. 

• We received rights for NFL blankets in April 2021.

• Our recreational sports ball category is expected to grow to about
$3 million in 2022 and around $5 million in 2023.

• The contracts for Boelter & Logo Brands were merged for many of 
the professional sports leagues.

• Our rights expanded to include multiple international soccer leagues.

Categories with 
Missing Rights

0

New NFL Products
Added in 2021

20

New MLB Products 
Added in 2021

12

Licensing
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Department Update

The Creative & Marketing team was hard at work in 2021 improving many 
of our processes and procedures. With the growth Logo has seen over the 
past two years, our creative department has had to adapt and change. We 
have been able to streamline much of our process which has allowed us to 
be much more proactive and handle the increase in volume we have seen. 

One huge change in 2021 was the addition of three creative team 
members at our Asia office. Having them on our team has increased our 
capacity immensely and has allowed us to tackle projects that were not 
possible before. They also are able to work with our factory in real time as 
they produce and print products. 

We also launched a brand new website in June 2021! With the new site on 
the Shopify platform, our transactions have been up 113% and our revenue 
is up about 64%. Our team is very excited to continue to grow the site and 
can’t wait to see where it can take us.

Domestic
Team Members

7

International
Team Members

3

New Artfiles
Created in 2021

30,756

Creative & Marketing 
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Team Members
Around the World
Franklin, TN 120

Lawrenceburg, TN 9

Jersey City, NJ 1

Rogers, AR 2

Milwaukee, WI 2

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 1

Ningbo, China 11

HR Management
Throughout 2021 we have worked to 
better the implementation of our 
recruiting, onboarding, and training as 
we bring on new people. Continuing 
to improve our training is a major 
focus for Logo Brands in 2022.

Human Resources
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Current Strategic Partners
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Furniture & Shelters
26%

Drinkware
23%Blankets

19%

Medical
18%

Coolers
9%

Bags
2%

Holiday
1%

Other
1% Recreation

1%

2021 Total Sales

Product Categories
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2021 Total Sales

Top Retailers
Account % of Sales
Sam’s Club 12%

Fanatics 8%

Uline Shipping Supply Spec. 5%

Dick’s Sporting Goods 4%

Academy Sports & Outdoors 4%

Walmart 4%

Costco 3%

MarMaxx 2%

Follett 2%

Target 2%

Amazon 1%

56%
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Specialty/Mass

Sporting Good

E-Commerce

Campus

Grocery

Mid-Tier
Off-Price

Department Stores
Other

Specialty/Mass 30.72%

Sporting Good, Sports Specialty, Fan Shop 25.89%

E-Commerce 15.23%

Campus & Local 6.56%

Grocery, Drug & Convenience Stores 6.17%

Mid-Tier 4.79%

Off-Price 3.57%

Department Stores 2.31%

Other
Distributor 0.97%

In Venue 0.76%

Specialty Mid-Tier 0.73%

Bookstore 0.62%

Retailer 0.58%

Promotion 0.42%

Catalog 0.24%

Wholesale Clubs 0.13%

Gift Store 0.11%

Miscellaneous 0.08%

Amusement Park 0.03%

Recreation 0.02%

Medical 0.02%

Logo Prep 0.01%

Internet, TV, & Catalog 0.01%

TOTAL 100%

2021 Total Sales

Sale Channels
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College

NFL

Medical

MLB

Plain

NHL
Private Label

NBA
Other

College 38.03%

NFL 26.21%

Medical 17.48%

MLB 6.69%

Plain Products (Non-Licensed) 4.79%

NHL 1.92%

Private Label 1.67%

NBA 1.48%

Other
NLB 0.54%

MLS 0.38%

Branded No License 0.34%

Custom 0.16%

NFLPA 0.08%

High School 0.06%

NASCAR 0.05%

Indy Motor 0.04%

Coast Guard 0.03%

MLBPA 0.02%

MiLB 0.02%

ST8 0.01%

NWSL 0.01%

TOTAL 100%

2021 Total Sales

Licenses
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12x12 Pagoda 
Canopy Zero Gravity 

Lounger
Elite Chair

Frosty Fleece

30oz Tumbler Big Boy 
Chair Color Frosty 

Fleece Round Table Raschel Throw 20oz Tumbler

2021 Total Sales

Top 10 Product Lines
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Stainless
59%

Glass
20%

Ceramic
17%

Plastic
4%

2021 Drinkware Sales

Categories
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30oz Tumbler

20oz Tumbler
Pint Glass

16oz 
Curved 

Beverage 
2 Pack Relief Mug

Shot Glass

Slim 
Can 

Coolie

20oz 
Fusion 

Tumbler

15oz 
Sublimated 

Mug 15oz 
Fusion 

Mug

2021 Drinkware Sales

Top 10 Product Lines
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Our total operation is now almost 500,000 square feet. A small cry from 
our original 12,000 sq/ft warehouse and small garage before that.

Warehouse Operations

We now have two fully operational warehouses in Tennessee, and we are 
on track to have both facilities mirror one another by April 1. We will be 
touching every pallet (about 20,000) in both warehouses. This is quite the 
undertaking as we will be doing it with our normal staff, all while completing 
our normal shipping duties.

We have split our product lines up so that the new Lawrenceburg facility will 
do all shipping (from dot com to truckload orders) of chairs, shelters, tables, 
printed blankets, inflatable mascots and large specialty projects. The rest of 
our product lines will ship from Franklin.  

We are also now running 2 shifts at our Franklin facility, which means we 
are open from 6am to almost midnight each day. We have room to add 
more to our 2nd shift in Franklin and our main shift in Lawrenceburg. So if 
we need to increase our shipping capacity this year, we are set up to scale 
at both locations.

Franklin, TN
Warehouse Sq. Feet

200,000

Lawrenceburg, TN 
Warehouse Sq. Feet

165,000

Additional Flex Warehouse 
Space Sq. Feet

100,000

Where We Are Going
Looking Forward
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Where We Are Going
• Our overall licensed business will grow 5% (MCARC) through 2026.

• Logo Brands is planning to be a $150M company by 2026 (overall growth of $65M in sales or 76% increase).

• We almost doubled our licensed business from 2020 to 2021 working in a pandemic.

• We believe most of our growth will come from Drinkware and Blankets.

• We are expecting our largest tailgate growth with Rawlings exiting the licensed business. 

• A new, inexperienced brick and mortar licensee taking over a complicated, margin compressed product line.

• We will see growth in Walmart, Costco, and DSG. Rawlings was able to retain these retail relationships:

• With Walmart on cost – new margins and low royalties for teams.

• With DSG through their Rawlings relationship – leveraging both sides of their business.

• With Costco due to price and their NFL mass exclusive relationship.

Looking Forward
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Where We Are Going
• We will continue to grow by being the one-stop shop on the hardgoods side.

• We have 27 Strategic Partnerships (teams) no one else can offer.

• We have 5 Major Core Categories: Tailgate, Blankets, Drinkware, Recreational Sports Balls, Bags

• We have all rights in all leagues – making it easy to buy from us for retail.

• We are experts in both the brick and mortar and e-comm space.

• We have fixture programs and replenishment plan-o-grams with most major retailers.

• We have valuable and actionable data which makes us trusted advisors in this business.

• We continue to innovate. In 2022 alone we are releasing over 30 new products, collections, or designs.

Looking Forward
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New Products for 2022
Looking Forward
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New Products for 2022
Looking Forward
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